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a rather odd feature for many has always been the ability of cad software to quickly and easily open
and extract text from raster images. text extraction has always been tricky for any software, but the
problems are magnified when the text is in a raster image. raster images are a popular method of
storing many types of files, including: images, graphics, web pages, and other document formats.
however, there are a few downsides to working in the world of raster images, especially those who

want to take a closer look at raster images. this feature lets you decide whether you want to convert
from raster to vector or the other way around. if you want to make your raster image a vector, you

have to convert it from raster format. for instance, if you have created an image of a house, you
might want to make a roof bigger. or, you might want to change the floor plan and make it easier to
read. every raster is a set of pixels, and changing a pixels properties is not possible. however, you
can change the paths, which are the mathematical gradients and curves in the image, of the raster
image and make it easier to read or edit. this is how vectorization is possible. text recognition is a

very powerful yet easy to use feature for all cad/cam users. scan2cad text recognition enables you to
convert any texts (recognized by a font) in your raster image to editable vector strings. you can edit
or copy the texts directly from your raster image, without any conversion. scan2cad text recognition

also supports non-standard fonts, including handwritten texts. if you have a lot of images with a
similar non-standard font, you can use the scan2cad text recognition training set builder to teach

scan2cad to recognize the non-standard font. all covered texts can be edited or copied in scan2cad
or any noteworthy cad/cam application.
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enable the ocr function of
scan2cad, which recognizes and
converts any text in your raster
image to editable vector strings.

scan2cad has an ocr function that
can recognize almost any type of
text, including handwritten text.

the ocr function makes it easier to
search for text on almost any

raster image. any text covered
with scan2cad ocr can be

converted to editable vector
strings using the tools in

scan2cad. besides recognizing
texts, scan2cad ocr also

recognizes any raster images with
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non-standard fonts, for example,
handwritten texts. the raster

images with non-standard fonts
can be used to create the training

set for scan2cad, which makes
scan2cad ocr function smarter and

more accurate. the flat shape of
the vector texture simplifies the
processing of the contour. it can
be used to very quickly generate

slope, surface, and object. you can
combine more than two filters,

using the special cliping effect to
create highly detailed filter

settings. you can export your own
custom filter with up to eight

parameters to your own 3d file
format such as fbx, dxf, and just
about any other common 3d file
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format. its a completely flat vector
graphic with a minimum of

transparency. its the easiest way
to show 3d scenes from the

outside, and it is good for interior
rooms. you can save files as.lbm

and.pdf for use with a broad range
of popular print programs. the

function of importing and
exporting map design is the same
as the function of importing and

exporting autocad map design. to
have a new autocad map design,
use the map design from autocad.

this application includes the
necessary tools to create, display,

manage, annotate, and print
maps. the user interface of

autocad map design is very easy.
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you can use its component
interfaces to make quick and easy

maps. 5ec8ef588b
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